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Overview of Lecture 4

- Shared lexicalisation patterns: Hayward’s (1991) proposal

- Perception verbs

- Animal-directed interjections
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Hayward’s much-cited work on Ethiopian lexicalisations

- “Experts in particular linguistic areas are usually well aware of the shared 
lexico-semantic patterns, but this knowledge is often tacit, and, surprisingly, 
there have been very few attempts to use such patterns as areality indicators 
(with the two main exceptions being Mesoamerica, […] and Ethio-Eritrea, 
see Hayward 1991, 2000. […])” (Gast & Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2022: 405; my 
highlighting)
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Hayward (1991) on lexicalisation patterns

- Aim: complement earlier work on potentially shared cultural and linguistic 

(phonological and grammatical) traits 

- Observation 1: Surprising lexical matches (colexifications) between only 

remotely related languages, e.g.+

- Amharic (S): t’äggäbä / Afar (C): ħayye / Oromo (C): k’ufe / Gamo (O): kallides

= 1. ‘become replete’ / 2. ‘become overbearing, throw one’s weight around’

- Kambaata (C) (Alemu 2016: 267): duub- 1. ‘become replete’, 2. ‘prosper, become rich’, 3. 

‘gloat, brag’
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+Orthography of the cited sources is kept.



Hayward (1991) on lexicalisation patterns

- Obervation 2: Shared semantic idiosyncrasies in verbal derivation

- Oromo (C): bul-e ‘pass the night’ – (CAUS) bul-č-e 1. ‘cause to pass the night’, 2. 

‘administer’

- Cf. causatives of ‘pass the night’ meaning ‘administer, govern’ in 

Afar (C): ɖiin-siis-e / Gamo (O): Ɂak’-iss-ides / Amharic (S): astä-daddärä*

- Kambaata (C) (Alemu 2016: 350, 361): 

gal- ‘1. pass the night, 2. live, 3. get married (of a woman)’ 

> gash-sh-** ‘1. make pass the night, 2. lead a married life (of a man), 3. administer, govern’
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* More discussion of this example later.

** /gaʃ-ʃ-/



Hayward (1991) on lexicalisation patterns

- Obervation 2: Shared semantic idiosyncrasies in verbal derivation

- Oromo (C): bul-e ‘pass the night’ – (CAUS) bul-č-e 1. ‘cause to pass the night’, 2. 

‘administer’

- Cf. causatives of ‘pass the night’ meaning ‘administer’ in 

Afar (C): ɖiin-siis-e / Gamo (O): Ɂak’-iss-ides / Amharic (S): astä-daddärä

- Kambaata (C) (Alemu 2016: 350, 361): possible bridging context

gal- ‘1. pass the night, 2. live, 3. get married (of a woman)’ 

> gash-sh-** ‘[1. make pass the night’], 2. lead a married life (of a man), 3. administer, 

govern’
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Cushitic languages: 

non-cogate verbs with shared

lexicalisation patterns

** /gaʃ-ʃ-/



Hayward (1991) on lexicalisation patterns

- Hayward reports about the “general lack of difficulty” in finding Amharic 
equivalents, e.g. for Gamo (Omotic) and Afar (Cushitic) (p. 143)

- Claim: “lexicalization patterns are shared to a very high degree throughout the 
Ethiopian region” (p. 143)

- “Modest pilot study” of 3 languages: Amharic, Oromo, Gamo (p. 143)

- Amharic = Semitic; federal working language of Ethiopia and Ethiopian lingua franca
Oromo = Cushitic language with the highest number of speakers
Gamo = one of the most widely spoken Omotic languages

- Given the time depth of Afroasiatic (of which Omotic is even a disputed member), shared
lexicalisation patterns are extremely unlikely to be reflexes of a common proto-language
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Hayward (1991): Categories of lexicalisation patterns

- 3 categories are distinguished

- Category 1: Single-sense lexicalizations of “typically indigenous concepts” 
(i.e. shared organization of semantic fields, dislexifications)

- Category 2: Lexicalisations with two or more distinct senses 
(i.e. shared polysemy, colexifications)

- Category 3: Lexicalisations involving similar derivations 
(i.e. shared semantic idiosyncrasies in derivation)
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Hayward (1991): Category 1

- 25 examples for “single-sense lexicalizations”

- Eclectic collection of terms for the seasons of the year, categories of terrains, 
items of material culture, culturally salient concepts, dung/excrement 
categories, skin color categories, body parts, “suppletive imperatives”…

- ‘lower back part of the head and upper end of the neck’: Amharic mäjərat, Oromo saggoo, 
Gamo morgé (cf. Kambaata quttáta)*

- 2 borrowing types ‘borrow sth. to be returned in kind only (e.g. money, salt)’ vs. ‘borrow sth. 
which is itself to be returned (e.g. a tool)’:
Amharic (S) täbäddärä vs. täwasä
Oromo (C) lik’eefate vs. ergifate (cf. Kambaata (C) le’eecc- vs. argicc-)
Gamo (O) talɁides vs. garṡ’ídes (cf. Baskeet (O) talkk’- vs. erg-)
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*cf. Levisen (2015) on the Scandinavian 

vs. English head/neck body parts
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Hayward (1991): Category 1

- Interesting (but potentially miscategorized) examples

- ‘span’ (measurement; distance from tip of index to tip of thumb):
Amharic sənzər – Oromo taakku* – Gamo tad’áko (*cf. Kambaata taachchúta)

- Shared curse: ‘Eat soil!’ (i.e. Die!)
Amharic afär bəla – Oromo biyyo ñaad’d’u – Gamo biitá ma (cf. Kambaata buchchá íti)
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Shared gesture?

Shared idiom/formulaic expression



Hayward (1991): Category 1

- Questionnable examples in category 1

- Probably of limited diagnostic value: 

- ‘central roof-pole of house’:
Amharic məsässo – Oromo utubaa* – Gamo tússi
(*cf. Kambaata utubú)

- ‘die without ritual slaughter (of disease, old age, accident)’:
Amharic bäkkäta – Oromo rak’e – Gamo báwutides
(cf. Kambaata bahit-)

- These “single-sense lexicalizations” may well be attested (far) beyond Ethiopia.
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Hayward (1991): Category 1

- Special imperatives: 

- Amharic (S) na – Oromo (C) koottu – Gamo (O) háya ‘Come!’ 
= “suppletive imperative” of e.g. mätt’a ‘come’ in Amharic

- Suppletive imperatives = typical of Ethiopia? – No (cf. Cohen 1984).

- Amharic ənka – Oromo hod’u/hoɁu/híɁí – Gamo hei ‘Take (this)!’ 
= “no connection to a verb”, i.e. imperativa tantum (marked for number (and gender))
Cohen (1984): “impératifs déictiques” 

- Kambaata (C):

- ī ‘Take (what I have in my hand)!’* (SG) vs. áaqq-i ‘Take!’(= regular 2SG.IMP)

- ám-i ‘Come over here for a sec!’ (SG) vs. wáal-i ‘Come!’ (= regular 2SG.IMP)

- mée ‘Give (me what you have in your hand)!’ (SG) vs. áass-i ‘Give!’ (= regular 2SG.IMP)

- ashshámm-i ‘Hang in there! Happy working!’ (SG) = greetings to workers
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Case of dislexification?

*Imp. tantum also have a PL form



Hayward (1991): Category 1

- Questionnable examples in category 1 (continued)

- Sometimes only two languages match, e.g.

- Amharic (S) and Oromo (C): no super-category for birds, but only a term for small birds
and big birds (and, of course, individual bird species) – Gamo (O): kapó ‘bird’

- Sometimes not only shared lexicalization pattern, but also shared word, e.g.

- ‘one who has the evil eye’ : 
Amharic buda – Oromo budaa – Gamo gormóote (cf. Kambaata goromotichchú)

- Summary of ‘single-sense lexicalizations’: Quite a few interesting proposals that have never 
been pursued further, but also miscategorized examples (gestures, idioms, loans) and 
potentially not very relevant examples (only attested for a subset or probably extending 
beyond Ethiopia)
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Hayward (1991): Categories of lexicalisation patterns

- 3 categories are distinguished

- Category 1: Single-sense lexicalizations of “typically indigenous concepts” 
(i.e. shared organization of semantic fields, dislexifications)

- Category 2: Lexicalisations with two or more distinct senses 
(i.e. shared polysemy, colexifications)

- Category 3: Lexicalisations involving similar derivations 
(i.e. shared semantic idiosyncrasies in derivation)
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Hayward (1991): Category 2

- 17 examples of shared polysemy (colexification)

- Recall: Amharic (S): t’äggäbä / Afar (C): ħayye / Oromo (C): k’ufe / Gamo (O): kallides
= 1. ‘become replete’ / 2. ‘become overbearing, throw one’s weight around’

 also attested for Kambaata (C) duub-

- Amharic wät’t’a – Oromo baɁe – Gamo kézides  also attested for Kambaata (C) ful-
= 1. ‘go out’, 2. ‘go up, ascend’  also attested in Shekkacho (O)

- Amharic täwä – Oromo d’iise – Gamo Ɂaggides
= 1. ‘leave, fail to do’, 2. ‘forgive’

 also attested for Kambaata agur-; see also agúre’e ‘Sorry!’, lit. Forgive me!
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Leslau (1959)
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forgive / leave

Source: RefLex



Hayward (1991): Category 2

- (Potentially) problematic examples of Category 2

- Amharic ayət’ – Oromo hantuuta – Gamo Ɂeč’eré
= 1. ‘mouse, rat’ / 2. ‘biceps muscle’

(meaning 2. unattested in Highland East Cushitic)

- Amharic t’alä – Oromo buuse – Gamo yéggides
= 1. ‘throw away’ [maybe better: ‘drop’], 2. ‘lay (egg)’

(meaning 2. expressed differently in Kambaata: quphpha’- ‘lay (egg)’)
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lay egg / throw

Source: RefLex
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lay egg / faire tomber

Source: RefLex



Hayward (1991): Category 2

- (Potentially) problematic examples of Category 2

- Amharic ayət’ – Oromo hantuuta – Gamo Ɂeč’eré
= 1. ‘mouse, rat’ / 2. ‘biceps muscle’

(meaning 2. unattested in Highland East Cushitic)

- Amharic t’alä – Oromo buuse – Gamo yéggides
= 1. ‘throw away’ [maybe better: ‘drop’], 2. ‘lay (egg)’

(meaning 2. expressed differently in Kambaata: quphpha’- ‘lay (egg)’)

- Amharic t’ät’t’a – Oromo d’uge – Gamo Ɂúyides
= 1. ‘drink’, 2. ‘smoke (cigarette, pipe)’

(= one of 11 typical properties of African [!] languages in Heine & Zelealem 2008)
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Hayward (1991): Categories of lexicalization patterns

- 3 categories are distinguished

- Category 1: Single-sense lexicalizations of “typically indigenous concepts” 
(i.e. shared organization of semantic fields, dislexifications)

- Category 2: Lexicalisations with two or more distinct senses 
(i.e. shared polysemy, colexifications)

- Category 3: Lexicalisations involving similar derivations 
(i.e. shared semantic idiosyncrasies in derivation)
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Hayward (1991): Category 3

- 23 lexicalizations involving similar derivations (mostly from the verbal domain)

- ‘need’ = CAUS of ‘want’ [or rather: ‘be needed’ = CAUS of ‘want’]

Amharic: fällägä > as-fällägä – Oromo: barbaade > barbaačise – Gamo kóyides > koššídes

- cf. Kambaata: has- ‘look for, want, need’ 

> has-is- ‘be needed, be necessary (by (lit. for) so. = DAT)’
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Source: RefLex



Excursus on want/need

- More on ‘want’ + CAUS = ‘need’ [‘be needed’]

- Kambaata: has- ‘look for, want, need’ [cf. also Ethiopian English: Do you need 
a coke?] / colexification of volition and necessity
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Excursus on want/need

- More on ‘want’ + CAUS = ‘need’ [‘be needed’]

- Kambaata: has- ‘look for, want, need’ [cf. also Ethiopian English] /
colexification of volition and necessity
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Hayward (1991): Category 3

- 23 lexicalizations involving similar derivations (mostly from the verbal domain)

- ‘marry (of man)’ = CAUS of ‘enter’, attested in Amharic, Oromo, Gamo

(as well as Kambaata where CAUS of ‘enter’ = 1. ‘make enter’, 2. ‘marry (of man)’) 

- ‘feel (experientially)’ = PASS of ‘hear’

Amharic: sämma > tä-sämma – Oromo d’agaɁe > d’agaɁame – Gamo síyides > siyéttides

[syntactic information missing] cf. perception verbs in Kambaata

-  Excursus on ‘hear’ (and ‘see’) in Kambaata
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Excursus on hear/see

- Viberg (1984) on perception verbs: activities, experiences, copulatives 

- Kambaata (Treis 2009): Intrafield and transfield polysemy of ‘see’ and ‘hear’
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Excursus on hear/see

- No lexical differentiation between vision

and hearing activities and experiences

- xuud- ‘look (at), see’, maccooc- ‘listen (to), hear’
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??



Excursus on hear/see

- No separate verb for ‘feel’ and ‘taste’

- Active feeling is expressed as seeing (seize + see)

- Experiential feeling is expressed as being heard (hear + PASS; experiencer DAT)
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Excursus on hear/see

- Active tasting is expressed as seeing 

(pierce/stick in + see, sip + see, bite + see etc.)
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??



Excursus on hear/see

- Active tasting is expressed as seeing 

(pierce/stick in + see, sip + see, bite + see etc.)

- Experiential tasting is expressed as being heard (hear + PASS, experiencer DAT)

- Tasting experiences are, however, more often expressed differently: something tastes good, sour, 

bitter, etc., something says  “water-water”, “salt-salt” etc.
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Excursus on hear/see

- maccoocc- ‘listen (hear actively)’ = ‘hear (experientially) ’ / transitive verbs with accusative OBJ

PASS of ‘hear’: 1. ‘be heard’

2. ‘feel’ (lit. be heard for [experiencer]),

3. ‘taste’ (lit. be heard for [experiencer])’
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Excursus on hear/see

Summary

- No lexical differentiation between vision

and hearing activities and experiences

- Seeing extended to feeling and tasting activities

- (Passive) hearing extended to feeling and tasting experiences

- Passive of ‘hear’ continues to be used for hearing (‘be heard’)

- Dedicated verb for smelling activities, expression of smelling experiences still 

unclear

-  back to Hayward
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Hayward (1991): Category 3

- 23 lexicalizations involving similar derivations (mostly from the verbal domain)

- ‘marry (of man)’ = CAUS of ‘enter’, attested in Amharic, Oromo, Gamo

(as well as Kambaata where CAUS of ‘enter’ = 1. ‘make enter’, 2. ‘marry (of man)’) 

- ‘feel (experientially)’ = PASS of ‘hear’

Amharic: sämma > tä-sämma – Oromo d’agaɁe > d’agaɁame – Gamo síyides > siyéttides

[syntactic information missing] cf. perception verbs in Kambaata

-  Excursus on ‘hear’ (and ‘see’) in Kambaata
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Hayward (1991): Category 3

- Miscategorized (but still relevant) examples 

- Shared idioms, e.g. 

- ‘regain/recover control, take courage’ = lit. “return (of heart)”

- ‘human being’ = ‘son of man/person’

- Elaborate inventory of ideophones that are syntactically integrated with ‘say’ and ‘do’*

- e.g. lexical concept ‘become silent, shut up’ expressed as Amharic zəmm alä (lit. say zəmm) –

Oromo č’al-jed’e (lit. say č’al) – Gamo č’óo-gides (lit. say č’óo)

- cf. Kambaata sá’mm=y- (lit. say sá’mm) ‘become silent, shut up’

- Verbal concepts regularly expressed by ideophones: ‘become silent’, ‘hurry up’, ‘be careful/take 

one’s time’, ‘jump up suddenly’
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*Recall Lecture 2



Hayward (1991): Category 3

- Problematic examples 

- Structural differences between the languages compared, see causative examples

- Recall: ‘pass the night’ + CAUS = ‘administer’, as in 

Oromo: bul-e + CAUS > bul-č-e 1. ‘cause to pass the night’, 2. ‘administer’

Gamo: Ɂak’ k’-ídes + CAUS > Ɂak’-iss-ídes 1. ‘cause to pass the night’, 2. ‘administer’

- But in Amharic: 

addärä + CAUS > as-addärä ‘to cause to pass the night’ (*‘administer’) (Kane 1990: II.1302)

addärä + CAUS-PASS-RED > as-tä-d-addärä ‘administer’

- Similar structural difference, e.g., also for ‘become ill’ + CAUS > ‘1. make ill, 2. look after a 

person who is ill’
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Hayward (1991): Category 3

- Problematic examples 

- Reflexive pronouns – claim: Ethiopian lgs use ‘head

- ‘he hit himself (lit. (his) head)’

Amharic: ras(-u)n mätta

head-3M.POSS-ACC hit.3M.PFV

Gamo: (bé) huɁe šoč’č’ides

REFL.POSS head hit.3M.PFV

Oromo: mataa(-sa) rukute

head-3M.POSS hit.3M.PFV

of rukute

self hit.3M.PFV
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*cf. Evseeva & Iker (2018) 

on ‘head’ as reflexive marker 

cross-linguistically

‘he hit himself’
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*cf. Evseeva & Iker (2018) 

on ‘head’ as reflexive marker 

cross-linguistically

‘he hit his head’

‘he hit himself (lit. he hit self)’ 

(Gragg 1982: 303; Eba Teresa p.c.)



Hayward (1991): Summary of the critique

- Interesting first collection

- Obvious shortcomings (as admitted by the author): 
- no systematic analysis of the lexical documentation; reliance on “prior awareness” of 

mismatches between Amharic and English (p. 144)

- no negative evidence from languages outside the assumed Ethiopian Linguistic Area (p. 154)

- Miscategorized and questionable examples

- No syntactic contexts are given for different meanings of polysemous lexemes

- Open question: Language contact of which depth is here examined? Of the first 
contact (after the arrival of Ethiosemitic)? Of most recent contact with 
Amharic due media, school education …?
- Hayward (1991: 155) “The most important assumption being made here is that shared 

lexicalization patterns require a prolonged contact factor.’
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Lexicalization patterns to be explored

- Potentially interesting examples to be explored further (in a systematic fashion)
- Lexical differentiation ‘borrow to be returned in kind’ vs. ‘borrow to be itself returned’

- Colexifications:

- ‘leave; forgive’

- ‘draw water; copy, imitate’

- [‘become ripe; become cooked, done’] = actually quite common across Africa acc. to RefLex

- ‘enter; be understood’

- Shared unpredictable semantics of derived forms

- causative of ‘become ill’: ‘care for (a person who is ill)’

- causative of ‘want, need’: ‘be needed, necessary (for so.)’

- causative of ‘pass the night’: ‘administer, govern’

- passive of ‘hear’: ‘feel (experientially)’

- Deictic/situational imperatives

- Shared idioms like ‘Eat soil!’
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To be explored: Congratulations particle

- Potentially interesting examples to be explored further

- Discourse particle for congratulations, see [Semitic] Amharic
ənkwan, [Cushitic] Oromo baga, Kambaata éman, Alaaba habay, 
[Omotic] Gamo haʃʃu, Baskeet haʃʃu, etc.

Kambaata: 

- NB: The Ethiopian New Year started on the day you arrived in 
Fréjus! (11 September)
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To be explored: Dislexifications in animal commands

- Orders to animals 
(Kambaata): interjections
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To be explored: Dislexifications in animal commands

- Even more elaborate system of animal interjections in Zargulla (Omotic) as reported by Azeb
(2013)
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To be explored: Dislexifications in animal commands

- Equally diversified system of animal interjections in Zargulla (Omotic), see Azeb (2013)
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Summary and Outlook

- Lexicalisation patterns are a little explored field in Ethiopia
- Very few dictionaries of Ethiopian languages

- Omotic and Cushitic languages are still little represented in digital databases (esp. Reflex)

- Hayward’s influential proposal has never been put to the test
- How common are the lexicalization patterns across the region?

- How diagnostic are they of language contact? And of language contact of which time depth?

- Possible studies could be
- Shared colexifications

- Shared lexico-constructional patterns – Recall from Lecture 1: ‘know’ = ‘have ever done’

- Shared organisation of specific semantic fields, e.g. in culturally/economically important fields such as enset
farming (Crass & Meyer 2005), animal husbandry, food production, kinship …

- Shared formulaic expressions, e.g. greeting, blessing, curses, thanking routines (but see Baye 1997, Fekede & 
Fjeld)

- Shared proverbs and riddles (but see Unseth 2018 and Meyer 2005)

- Calqued first names, see that Amharic names are translated/calqued in local languages
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